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Dear Society Members and Colleagues,   
 

ISHMII focuses on monitoring technologies. We work in a field that is 

defined by the existence of large civil infrastructure.  When we discuss 

the structures that we monitor, it is usually to highlight the applications 

we are developing, in-situ monitoring of new structures or older ones, 

sometimes for the protection of heritage structures, or the analysis of 

data from our equipment.  This issue of Membership Notes is dedicated 

to a related topic, one that interests those of us who work in the field – the fast-track repair of 

damaged infrastructure.  I hope this conversation will provide openings for us to introduce the 

application of sensors into these projects. 
 

Fast-track philosophy has taken precedence in the management and maintenance of publicly 

owned or civil structures.  It makes economic sense.  We see this in the summer when bridge 

and road repairs or rehabilitation are carried out in non-peak hours, during nights or on 

weekends, especially when lanes can freed up for the work crews with predictable closures and 

fewer businesses or commuters disturbed.  Financial disincentives are a definitive part of these 

contracts, making on-time completion essential.  The Pennsylvania Department of 

Transportation 2013 bridge overlay project on Pennsylvania’s Interstate 376 Parkway Bridge, in 

Pittsburgh, is an example.  Once the bridge closed after the Friday evening rush hour, 

contractors had until 5 a.m. Monday to complete three weeks of work or face a $30,000 per-

hour penalty.  Successful completion in such a short time required planning for milling the 

overlay, hydro-demolition and the selection of the proper materials with short drying times. 
 

Fast-tracking also allows prioritization by agencies.  In Delaware, the Delaware River Joint Toll 

Bridge Commission authorized repairs to the Broad Street Viaduct that carries Route 22 traffic 

on the New Jersey side of the Easton-Phillipsburg Toll Bridge after the inspections of the 

viaduct underside showed deteriorating steelwork.  These repairs could not wait for  a future 

comprehensive rehabilitation project of the entire bridge. The fast-track authorization allowed 
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the Commission’s executive director to execute the contracts right away. And, the work was 

expedited over a four-week period.  Since the work was done underneath the viaduct, lane 

closures were not part of the plan, only sidewalks were closed.  Such authorizations may also 

release funds for or direct funds to a project that might otherwise be tied up. 
 

In the US, 14 bridges have been selected for a fast-track review of their rehabilitation or 

replacement plans as part of a new federal program.  Each must be a high priority, job-creating 

projects to win expedited federal approvals that include the environmental review and permit 

processing.  Some states are similarly looking at the time-consuming environmental and other 

permit processes for ways that will allow their agencies to begin renewal projects sooner rather 

than later with local monies.   
 

When a project is unexpected, perhaps forced due to an emergency, fast-tracking becomes a 

necessity as so many aspects of a plan need to be executed, often in the face of public concerns 

over safety. 
  

This month, Dr. Bijan Khaleghi (Doc. Eng. in Concrete Structures, National 

Institute of Applied Sciences, Lyon, France), pictured right, a State Bridge 

Design Engineer for the Washington State Department of Transportation 

Bridge and Structures Office, has contributed an article to Membership Notes 

that takes us into the fast track repair and recovery of bridges as he explains 

the quick processes set forward by the DOT engineers for the repair and 

recovery of the Skagit River Bridge, a major thoroughfare between USA and 

Canada.  I hope you will find it as informative as it is 

timely.                                                                                                                          
                                         

 
  

The Skagit River Truss Bridge Collapse and Recovery Plan 

  

Overview:  In late May 2013, on the eve of the U.S. Memorial Day holiday that kicks off 

summer travel, a girder on the 58-year-old Skagit River Bridge on Interstate 5 in Burlington, 
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Washington, was struck by a vehicle that was traveling in the wrong lane given that it was 

carrying an over-sized load of drilling equipment.  As a result, a portion of the truss bridge 

collapsed into the river. 
  

 
  

The destruction of a single, 160-foot span, might not seem like a major problem, especially 

when there are diversions and detours that can keep a trickle of traffic flowing. However, the 

fact that a single truck could so simply knock a bridge into the river could be a sign of just how 

fragile the U.S. highway network is in reality. Less than 24 hours after the collapse, it was 

apparent that the roads around Burlington and Mount Vernon, where the bridge is located, were 

never meant for heavy traffic volumes as they became clogged with freight trucks and 

commuters. 
  

The Skagit River Bridge is situated about 40 miles south of the US/Canada border and 60 miles 

north of Seattle, making it a key connection for traffic and commerce between the Seattle 

metropolitan region and the lower mainland of British Columbia including Vancouver.  Before 

the collapse, approximately 71,000 vehicles crossed the bridge daily. 
 

The potential for economic impact was immediate.  In 2012, about $14 billion of US-Canada 

trade used the Skagit River Bridge as around 25 million vehicles crossed it annually. The 

collapse has far reaching effects on direct and indirect users, ranging from trucking companies 

that transport goods locally and regionally to businesses that rely on customers from this main 

north-south corridor to Mount Vernon farmers who sell produce in the Seattle area, as well as 

millions of tourists and regional recreational users. 
 

With an investigation forthcoming, authorities keyed in on the need to fund investments in 

bridge health and safety. The general agreement was that this should never happen again. 
  

The Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) put into place a fast-paced, 

well-organized recovery plan to reconstruct the Skagit River Bridge that required three 

contracts.  The first was for the immediate installation of a temporary bridge in order to abate 



the traffic congestion and lessen any detrimental economic impact.  The second ordered the 

replacement of the permanent span using the accelerated bridge construction techniques, while 

the third planned the rehabilitation of the remaining trusses to the current functionality 

standards. 
 

At this writing in early September 2013, the permanent span is being built adjacent to the 

temporary bridge and is on schedule for attachment. Once ready, the roadway will be closed to 

traffic while the new span, composed of deck bulb tee girders made of lightweight aggregate, is 

moved into position.   
 

The Bridge:  The four-lane Skagit River Bridge, with 

two lanes of traffic in each direction, was built in 1955, 

a year before the nation-wide US Interstate highway 

system was inaugurated.  Recently evaluated as safe 

and in good condition despite its age, it was not listed 

as structurally deficient. The bridge was classified as 

functionally obsolete, in this case because the bridge 

does not meet current design standards for lane widths 

and vertical clearance in new highway bridges. It was 

not a candidate for any significant upgrades or replacement and was well maintained. 
 

The portions of the bridge over the river include four consecutive spans, each 160 ft. long. The 

spans are built from triangulated steel girders, using a through-truss design where the roadway 

passes in an open tunnel between the left and right trusses and between the lower and upper 

truss work. The roadway has relatively limited vertical clearance for tall vehicles due to the 

upper truss members. The abutted spans share pier footings and appear to be one continuous 

bridge, but the four spans are actually independent. 
 

In through-truss bridges, the critical compressive parts are the top-chord beams, which run 

horizontally along the top of the bridge, parallel to the roadway edges. These carry most of the 

weight of the bridge and traffic. The chords are normally kept aligned and held in place by 

vertical posts, diagonals and sideways sway struts. Top chords will quickly fold if their joints 

somehow become misaligned. Buckling damage is cumulative, but mostly happens from 

collision damage or over-stresses rather than from age and corrosion. 
 

The vertical clearance for vehicles is limited by the portals and sideways sway struts. These are 

relatively low in older bridges. In Washington State bridges, the sway struts are often curved 

downwards at the outer ends with less clearance above the 

outer lanes and outer shoulders. Tall loads must use the inner 

lanes for maximal clearance. These bridges are vulnerable to 

impacts by over-height vehicles, and such impacts are 

common.   
  

The Collapse:  The collapse was caused by a southbound semi-

trailer truck from Alberta, Canada hauling an oversize load to 

Vancouver, Washington, directly damaging sway struts and, 

indirectly, the compression chords in the overhead steel sway 

frame on the northernmost span of the bridge. The vertical 



clearance from the roadway to the upper arched beam in the outer lane is 14 ft. 7 in., and all 

trucks with over-sized loads are expected to travel in the inside lane where the clearance is 

about 17 ft. This oversize truck, traveling with a wide, 15.75 ft. tall load, instead entered the 

bridge in the outer lane, while a second semi-truck and a BMW were passing it in the inner lane 

and struck the girder. After the collapse, dents and scrapes were visible on the equipment 

casing.   Above left: Inspectors investigate the damage on the truck. 

  

The truck also damaged a sway strut of the second span, but not enough to initiate a collapse. 

That span is being repaired, and all three remaining spans are returning to full use. 
  

The First 72 Hours Post-Collapse:  Within 24 hours, a team was assembled to evaluate 

options to restore the collapsed span and re-open I-5, and the U.S. Federal Highway Authority 

approved emergency relief funding.  In this brief period, a contractor was selected for a 30 day 

cost plus (force account) contract to remove debris and make repairs. 
 

By the 48 hours point, options for restoring the collapsed span had been evaluated and 

recommendations made to both WSDOT executives and the Governor. The 30 day emergency 

contract was executed.  This action allowed the Governor and Secretary of Transportation to 

announce the plan to install a temporary span within 30 days and a permanent span in the fall – 

all within the first 72 hours. 
 

Geotechnical Condition of Exiting Bridge:  The fallen span (span 8) was located between 

Piers 8 and 9. As WSDOT reviewed the “as built” information, they learned that both piers are 

supported on untreated timber piles; Pier 8 on 174 piles and Pier 9 on 155.  The average pile 

penetration below bottom of seal/foundation is 13.8 ft. for Pier 8 and 18.1 ft. for Pier 9. The 

reported average bearing of the piles is 42 tons and 40, respectively. The bottom of 

seal/foundation elevation is -15ft for both and the average pile tip elevation is about -28 ft. for 

Pier 8 and -33 ft. for Pier 9. 
  

   

WSDOT crews move the first temporary section into place on Monday, June 10, 2012 

  

Phase I - Removal, Repairs and the Temporary Span:  In Phase I, the collapsed span was 

removed following initial investigative work.  The remaining trusses and piers were inspected, 

and repairs to the damaged trusses were made under contract and pier support modifications 

designed.  The collapsed span was temporarily replaced by a pair of ACROW bridges rolled 

onto the existing bridge piers, a feat completed in mid-June. A temporary solution, these 2-lane 

bridges sections were placed side by side, each to carry the traffic in one direction – northbound 

or southbound.  Each has 11 ft. lanes with 1 ft. shoulders, and a lower 40 mph speed limit and 

reduced capacity.  That temporary bridge opened to traffic just 27 days following the collapse, 

an example of swift and dedicated planning. 



 

The temporary span placement included assembly of the spans, which were launched from north 

approach and jacked into place.  Removable pedestals were design to accommodate the 

installation of the permanent span, later.   
  

  

   

Computer generated illustrations of the stages using accelerated construction 

  

Phase II - Permanent Span:  The WSDOT recovery plan calls for replacement of the 

permanent span using accelerated bridge construction.  The decision was made to use an 

emergency Design-Build contract with an “accelerated” RFP process comprising the Best Value 

approach.  The best value award will have the bridge open to traffic on September 8, 2013 with 

engineers executing this placement with just a 12 hour closure.  Keep up-to-date with the 

progress here.  
  

 
 First of eight girders being delivered. All were delivered by August 13.  

Installation kicked off Phase II 
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Workers on August 30, 2013 

  

Phase III -Truss Spans, Rehabilitation Scope:  The plan also includes the rehabilitation 

of the three remaining trusses to the current functionality standards. This means adding 

five portal frames to the existing inclined end posts and raising the lower chord elements of all 

the existing sway frames and the single existing portal frame at Pier 5 to a minimum vertical 

clearance of 17.5 ft. to 18 ft. to the bridge deck.  This will be done by replacing the existing 

curved lower chord elements with straight, horizontal elements.  The portal frames will be 

configured in a similar fashion. The goals of the project are to establish a non-vulnerable and 

robust lateral force resisting system for the truss spans, and to take care of any currently-known 

repairs. 
 

Where floor-beams display significant rivet head section loss, the rivets will be replaced as will 

those in the truss bottom chord. The current estimate is as many as 15% of the total number of 

rivets in the chords will be replaced, and more will be known pending completion of ongoing 

cleaning and inspection efforts. Any minor impact deformations in the truss elements will be 

heat straightened, and spot-painting will tidy up the areas of repaired, straightened, replaced, or 

new structural steel, while zone painting of the existing steel on the bottom 2 feet of all floor 

beams, and all steel inside and outside of the lower chords will be done as well. 
  

Our thanks to Dr. Bijan Khaleghi for this report.  He can be reached at (360) 705-7181 or 



khalegb@wsdot.wa.gov. 
  

Sharing knowledge on SHM is a significant role for ISHMII.  As a Society, we present 

workshops and conferences and we partner with others to inform ISHMII members about these 

professional gatherings.  Many of us will meet this week at SMAR-2013 in Turkey.  Then, later 

this year, we will come together for two important meetings that are brought to you by 

ISHMII.  Those of you whose efforts touch the life-span of bridges may wish to attend CSHM-

5 (2013), a workshop on the structural health monitoring and maintenance of short and medium-

span bridges to be held in Japan from October 24th to 26th. CSHM-5 will focus on the use of 

rational health monitoring systems, like those that use a moving vehicle to collect data, and 

development of an IT-based bridge health monitoring system that incorporates the latest 

information technologies for lifetime management of existing bridges, including strategies for 

managing data collection systems that are designed for successful bridge health. 
 

You are invited to participate in ISHMII's 6th International 

Conference on Structural Health Monitoring of Intelligent 

Infrastructure, SHMII-6 (2013), a vital platform for international 

scientists, engineers, researchers and project managers to discuss 

recent advances in the SHM of intelligent infrastructure.  SHMII-

6 will be held in Hong Kong, December 9th to 11th.  All of the 

important links appear below.  There, we will share innovative 

ideas on the state-of-the-art, state-of-the-practice and future trends 

of smart sensors, advanced sensor networks, signal processing and real-time data management, 

structural health diagnosis and prognosis, and life-cycle performance assessment for SHM. 
  

Please join me at these significant engineering society events as we explore developments in 

SHM. 
  

As always, I hope this report is a strong reminder of the knowledge that ISHMII shares with its 

members and the need for a professional Society dedicated to SHM.  Please take the time to join 

ISHMII and benefit from all of our programs and offerings. 
 

In closing, I remind all our colleagues to join now or renew their individual, student or 

corporate membership.  Your financial contributions make it possible for ISHMII to thrive and 

fulfill its mission. 

 

With warm wishes, 
  

Farhad Ansari, President 
  

FAnsari@uic.edu 

  

Articles published in Membership Notes may be cited as follows:  Name(s) of the authors, (Year), 
“title of the article,” ISHMII Membership Notes, Vol. No., Issue No., pp. 

  
  

Learn More  
 

Using data from a study of Canadian shoppers coming into the US in June 2012, before the opening 
of the temporary bridge, Western Washington University’s Border Policy Research Institute found a 
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40% decrease in some major shopping areas.   
Read more about the impact of the Skagit Bridge collapse on the local retail market. 
 

Follow the process and read updates from the WSDOT. 
  

Watch the time-lapse video available from WSDOT through YouTube. 

  
  

  

ISHMII INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP & CONFERENCE 

  
  

CSHM-5   October 24-26, 2013  

Yamaguchi, Ube, Japan 

  

 Structural Health Monitoring & 

Maintenance of Short & Medium Span 
Bridges  

  
  

  Registration & additional information is available at    
 

http://civil.design.csse.yamaguchi-u.ac.jp/CSHM-5/index.html 
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 SHMII-6(2013) ~  6th International Conference on Structural 
Health Monitoring of Intelligent Infrastructure  

  

Make Your Plans to Attend! 

  Visit the SHMII-6 Website 

  

Registration 

  

Mini-Symposia & Special Sessions 

Venue & Travel     Accommodations 

  

  
  

OUR CORPORATE PARTNERS 

  
  
  

  

 

A world leader in advanced monitoring systems based on optical fiber Bragg 

grating (FBG) technology.  Designed for structural health monitoring in Civil 

Engineering, Energy & Aerospace Industries. 

Visit FiberSensing at www.fibersensing.com 

  

  

 
  

NEUBREX TECHNOLOGIES 
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Advanced technologies for:  
Optical fiber distributed SHM in various Applications 

High measurement accuracy and high spatial resolution with NEUBRESCOPETM 

3D in-situ analysis software and service with NEUBRESTATIONTM 

Visit Neubrex.Com 

  

  

Journal of Civil Structural Health Monitoring 

Special Issue: Australian Network of 
Structural Health Monitoring 

Volume 3, Issue 2 is available to ISHMII 
members who have logged in to their account 

at www.ISHMII.org.  

JCSHM welcomes your research submissions   

Curious about the Journal of Civil 
Structural Health Monitoring? 

  

Investigate the Abstracts 
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Join ISHMII Today 

WWW.ISHMII.ORG 

  
  

  
 

What is Coming Up 

  
 

 

WORKSHOPS AND CONFERENCES 

  

2013 

  

 

 
 

SMAR 2013  
Istanbul, Turkey 

September 9-11, 2013 

  

2nd Conference on Smart Monitoring, 
Assessment and Rehabilitation of Civil 

Structures. 
  

  

 2014 

     
  

European Transportation Research 
Arena (TRA) - Symposium on Composite 
Materials in Transport Infrastructures, 

THE MONITOR 

  
  

 
  

Build ISHMII by Contributing 
to  

The Monitor 

  

Brief research articles suitable for 
publication in The Monitor, ISHMII's e-

magazine, are welcome. 

  

Please submit articles for the 
November 2013 issue through  

Sreenivas Alampalli, Ph.D.,  
Editor-in-Chief, or the members of the 

Editorial Board. 

  

The deadline for receipt of proposed 
articles is October 5, 2013.  Articles 

should be approximately 850 words in 
length and should include 3-4 
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Vehicles & Vessels 

  

Paris La Défense (France) 

14-17 April 2014  
  

http://tra2014.sciencesconf.org/ 

  

  

 

http://paginas.fe.up.pt/~eurodyn2014/ 

  
  
 

 
  

2014 ASNT SMT Conference  
August 25-27, 2014 

Washington, D.C. 

  

The 2014 ASNT Conference will provide a 
forum for the exchange of theoretical, 

scientific & application information to meet 
the challenges of the current economy. 

Details will be forthcoming. 
  
  
  
  

Recognition and Thanks 

  

The photographs accompanying Dr. Bijan 
Khaleghi's article are found on the WSDOT 
Web site, on Wikipedia at 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I-
5_Skagit_River_Bridge_collapse, and in the 
KING5 News Web site photo gallery.  The 
Revamping the Skagit River Bridge graphic 
can be found in the Seattle Times blog. 

 

 

photographs. 
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Membership Notes and The Monitor are 
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information to NancyC@ishmii.org. 
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